RevoltTOKEN (RVLT)

RevoltTOKEN (RVLT) Cryptocurrency Summary
(See White Paper That Follows)

RevoltTOKEN is issuing a blockchain enabled cryptocurrency to fund the development and delivery of
electric mobility innovation in Africa. RevoltTOKEN is a utility token that gives the bearer a first right to
purchase equity in electric mobility businesses that are forthcoming from the overall electric mobility
initiative in Africa funded by RevoltTOKEN. Holders of RevoltTOKEN will also be eligible for preferential
participation in the annual electric mobility seminar, conference and race described herein.

RevoltTOKEN is already engaged in the development of an electric motorcycle shared ride solution
currently headquartered in Kenya with growth plans throughout Sub Sahara Africa. RevoltTOKEN has also
developed a plan to conduct an annual electric mobility seminar and conference to bring leading electric
mobility research and development initiatives from around the world with existing electric mobility vendors
to design and advance specific electric mobility projects. RevoltTOKEN has engaged with a global brand
name electric vehicle racing event with the intent of engaging the racing event as an anchor to the annual
electric mobility seminar and conference. RevoltTOKEN intends to participate in the funding of specific
electric mobility projects and the corresponding investment returns that could be forthcoming from such
participation. RevoltTOKEN plans to extend specific electric mobility participation opportunities to holders
of the RevoltTOKEN cryptocurrency.

At this time, the following details the specific rights, dividends and benefits of the RevoltTOKEN
cryptocurrency:

Redemption Rights

Benefits

• 1 Token Tokens – 1/10,000 of A Revolt Electric Motorcycle

•

Free Attendance E-Mobility Conference & Symposium

•

VIP Access To Africa Electric Auto Racing

Dividend Rights
•

1 Token – Annual Carbon Credit Dividend (Distribution
to be determined upon successful approval of the
Carbon Credit)
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countries can deliver Rockefeller returns to the
Abstract

investors backing the innovation.

The current

state of investment innovation backed by
RevoltTOKEN (RVLT) is conceived on the

blockchain technology opens access to such

assumption that blockchain technology has

investment opportunities to anyone with an

already been implemented and established a

internet connection. RevoltTOKEN (RVLT) is

fundamental underlying technological protocol

introducing a blockchain enabled cryptocurrency

that can now be universally utilized to build

specifically for the purpose of providing everyone

improved

specific

the opportunity to invest in the development and

objectives. Several publicly available references

delivery of electric mobility technology innovation

now exist that detail the underlying technological

in Africa.

protocol

social

that

contracts
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creation
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cryptocurrencies to advance social contracts
emphasizing
property

a

systematic

rights,

equal

cooperation

access,

value

on
and

transparency. Herein, a specific social contract is
detailed that builds upon the founding principles
of

systematic

cooperation.

RevoltTOKEN

benefits all those participating directly in the
contract in addition to inherently providing a
multifaceted universal benefit imperative to the
ongoing democratization of economic equity and
environmental responsibility.
“Go Global, Young Person”
Introduction
“Go west, young man” is a popular slogan from
The return on investment potential from delivering

the 1860’s encouraging young people in the

technology innovation to developing economic

United States (U.S.) to pursue the economic

populations will be unbeatable for the next 100

opportunities presented by westward expansion.

years. Approximately 1.2 billion people today live

The 1800’s in the U.S. were a time of rapid

in the developed economies of North American
and Europe.

economic growth ripe with individual opportunity.

With a global population of 7.7

Rockefeller’s Standard Oil brought light to

billion, that leaves some 6.5 billion people living
in regions of the world underserved by current

America in the form of oil lamps.

Cornelius

Vanderbilt

delivered

built

the

railway

that

technological capacities. Technology innovation

Rockefeller’s oil.

that, for instance, improves energy efficiency and,

Edison and replace Rockefeller’s oil lamps with

in

electric

turn,

increases

transportation

within

access

to

developing

power

and

economic

lights.

J.P. Morgan hired Thomas
Thanks

to

Henry

Ford’s

entrepreneurialism in the early 1900’s, the oil
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industry

enjoyed

continued

expansion

report titled Powering African from McKinsey &

opportunity. All in all, the 1900’s proved to be a

Company.

period of continued rapid economic growth in the
United States and much of what is now called the
“developed” world.

Chuck Yeager broke the

sound barrier in 1947 launching decades of
aeronautical

innovation

advancements

that

changed many existing industries while creating
other entirely new industries. In the 1970’s, Bill
Gates and Steve Jobs set the still evolving
information age in motion. However, the historic
impact of industrial innovation over the last 200
years has been centered on the 1.2 billion

The electric delivery infrastructure in the U.S. is

population residing within the developed world.

tied to dated generation technologies updated

Today, the entrepreneurial growth potential in the

incrementally and transmitted across a vast

developed world is at best incremental when

network of poles, towers, and transformers that

compared to the absolutely exponential potential

resemble the components of the first electric grid

for entrepreneurial growth to come from serving

that originated in the 1800’s. At the same time,

the 6.5 billion population residing within the still

current research and development in the field of

developing regions of the world. The best advice

magnetic induction and resonant coupling can

to those young people coming of age today that
are

seeking

the

greatest

of

potentially provide a wireless electric grid.

economic

Imagine the exponential economic productivity

opportunities might just be, “go global young

potential that could result from harnessing a

person, go global.”

leapfrog

population of Sub Sahara Africa has access to
continuous electric current.

capital essential to propel exponential economic
growth. Technology innovation can empower the

Per capita automobile ownership in the U.S. is

underutilized human capital of the developing
physical

resonant

population of one billion. Today, only half the

regions of the world have the fundamental human

delivering

and

electricity in Sub Sahara Africa to the entire

With 6.5 billion people, the developing economic

by

induction

coupling technology to increase the delivery of

Leapfrog Potential

world

magnetic

seventy percent (70%) and fifty percent (50%) in

infrastructure

Europe.

solutions that leapfrog the incumbent state of

Per capita automobile ownership in

Africa is just two percent (2%). The inevitable

technology found in the developed world. The

transportation productivity improvements coming

per capita consumption of electricity in the U.S. is

in Africa are unlikely to include any resemblance

twenty-six (26) times higher than per capita

to the individual automobile ownership model

consumption in Sub Sahara Africa according to a

underlying the transportation infrastructure in the
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U.S. and Europe. Africa is ripe for the technology

RevoltTOKEN plans to extend specific electric

leapfrog rollout of electric powered, self-driving,

mobility participation opportunities to holders of

connected

the RevoltTOKEN cryptocurrency.

autonomous

vehicles

(CAVs)

delivering individualized transportation solutions
via a shared ride model.

At this time, the following details the specific
rights,

RevoltTOKEN (RVLT) Cryptocurrency

dividends

and

benefits

of

the

RevoltTOKEN:

RevoltTOKEN is issuing a blockchain enabled
cryptocurrency to fund the development and

Redemption Rights
•

delivery of electric mobility innovation in Africa.

1 Token– 1/10,000 of Revolt Electric Motorcycle

RevoltTOKEN is a utility token that gives the
Dividend Rights

bearer a first right to purchase equity in electric

•

mobility businesses that are forthcoming from the

1 Token – Annual Carbon Credit Dividend (Distribution
to be determined upon successful approval of the

overall electric mobility initiative in Africa funded

Carbon Credit)

by RevoltTOKEN. Holders of RevoltTOKEN will
Benefits

also be eligible for preferential participation in the
annual electric mobility seminar, conference and
race described below.

RevoltTOKEN

is

already

engaged

in

•

Free Attendance E-Mobility Conference & Symposium

•

VIP Access To Africa Electric Auto Racing

the

Social Imperative

development of an electric motorcycle shared
ride solution currently headquartered in Kenya

“Social

with growth plans throughout Sub Sahara Africa.

theoretically

holds

everyone accountable to performing their civic

RevoltTOKEN has also developed a plan to

duty and contributing to the good of all society. In

conduct an annual electric mobility seminar and

practice, “social responsibility” is merely a new

conference to bring leading electric mobility

term for “charity” providing individuals the

research and development initiatives from around

selective

the world with existing electric mobility vendors to

opportunity

philanthropically

design and advance specific electric mobility
projects.

responsibility”

to

toward

voluntarily
a

act

marginalized

population or unsponsored universal issue. The

RevoltTOKEN has engaged with a

conception of RevoltTOKEN holds vital the

global brand name electric vehicle racing event

principal of “social imperative” whereby the

with the intent of engaging the racing event as an

potential to benefit from one’s own actions,

anchor to the annual electric mobility seminar and

undertakings or investments is inseparably linked

conference. RevoltTOKEN intends to participate

with the overall good of society. Marginalized

in the funding of specific electric mobility projects

populations and unsponsored universal issues

and the corresponding investment returns that

are liabilities for all society.

could be forthcoming from such participation.

Acting “selfishly”

mandates the performance of civic duty because
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marginalized

populations

and

unsponsored

Not coincidently, an annual household income of

universal issues present an unavoidable risk to

$300,000 or a net worth of $1 million is required

everyone’s self-interest.

for one to be deemed an “accredited investor”

In keeping with the

founding principal of systematic cooperation

according to U.S. securities law.

which

underlying

Government has instituted laws ostensibly to

technological protocol of cryptocurrency, the

protect lower net worth individuals from riskier

RevoltTOKEN

social contract systematically

investments. The net impact, however, is that

benefits all society by contributing to the overall

most citizens in the U.S. – an estimated 97% of

economic advancement of the Sub Sahara Africa

all citizens – are precluded from participating in

region.

Transportation infrastructure is a core

many investments. Can a democratic capitalist

component of fundamental economic growth and

system where everyone’s allowed to vote but

any economic benefit derived from holding the

97% of those voters are not allowed to fully

RevoltTOKEN will have also contributed to

participate

advancing the transportation infrastructure in Sub

considered an actual a democracy? There was a

Sarah Africa.

time in U.S. history when many citizens were not

is

embedded

into

the

in

the

capitalist

The U.S.

economy

be

allowed to vote based on race and sex. Is the
Economic Equity

preclusion of voting rights based on race and sex
any more unethical or offensive than the

All political economic systems exclude the vast

preclusion of one’s right to freely elect to

majority of citizens from having equal access to

participate in the capitalist economy based on

participating in the equity market. Whether it’s a

their existing net worth?

communist, socialist or capitalist society, most
people do not have equal access to most
investment opportunities.
cryptocurrency

was

The foundation of

largely

motivated

by

empowering everyone to have equal access to
investment opportunities.

While most people likely understand how
communist and socialist systems limit the
participation of their citizens in owning any means
of economic production in favor of the state
otherwise controlling those means, the capitalist

A

system limitations may be more surprising.

investment opportunity is underway in many

Nevertheless, most people are aware of the

forms.

widening wealth gap within developed economic

Crowdfunding into law under JOBS Act. The idea

nations. In the United States, only three percent

behind Crowdfunding is to open the opportunity

(3%) of households have income over $300,000.

to invest in start-up and early stage companies to
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In 2012, President Obama signed
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all investors. It took the U.S. Government three

emissions. Carbon emission reduction beyond

more years to actually implement rules so

just reducing the number of combustion engine

Crowdfunding could proceed, but when they did,

powered cars can be improved by an emphasis

the legal framework for Crowdfunding was

on electricity generated from renewable energy

constricting and complicated and not in keeping

solutions that do not require carbon emitting fuels

with the spirit of the law passed in 2012.

for electric generation.

Crowdfunding for equity investments remains a
very limited market today.

The effects of climate change are forecasted to
negatively impact developing economic regions

Bitcoin was conceived in 2008 and launched in

more than developed regions.

2009 by an anonymous founder or founders

economic regions are generally located in

operating under the name Satoshi Nakamoto.

warmer climates than those in the developed

The founders penned their intention to advance

world.

the general social contract between government

typically rely more heavily on climate sensitive

and citizens by introducing a currency that was

business sectors such as agriculture, forestry and

available to everyone and that systematically

tourism which will likely all be negatively impacted

managed those functions otherwise corruptibly

by rising temperatures. Africa for instance is

overseen by a governing authority. No central

facing declining crop yields and is anticipated to

bank is required to adjust interest rates or control

soon be struggling to produce sufficient food for

the availability of currency.

No treasury

domestic consumption. The climate change

department is required to prevent fraud or

issues specific to developing economic regions

counterfeiting.

will

No regulatory commission is

Developing

Developing economic regions also

cause

related

issues

for

through

increased

developed

necessary to set property rights. Cryptocurrency

economies

immigration

is technologically designed to benefit and impact

pressure and political animosity. Addressing the

all participants equally through free market

developing economic specific global climate

cooperation.

Cryptocurrency is intended to

change issues is a universal social imperative.

improve the democratization of participation in a

RevoltTOKEN is designed to systematically

capitalist economy. RevoltTOKEN is conceived

serve the developing economic specific global

in keeping with the founding cryptocurrency intent

climate change social imperative.

to improve the democratization to capitalist
participation.

Summary

Environmental Responsibility

RevoltTOKEN is a utility token designed to
provide holders with a democratic economic

RevoltTOKEN is not only committed to advancing

opportunity derived from a diverse advance of

electric mobility, but it is equally committed to

electric mobility developments in Sub Sahara

electric mobility solutions that include renewable

Africa greater in magnitude then an equity

energy goals that contribute to reducing carbon

investment in Tesla. RevoltTOKEN is founded in
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keeping with the socioeconomic social contract
principles upon which cryptocurrency itself was
originated.

Participation in RevoltTOKEN is

intended to deliver a high profit opportunity while
equally serving the universal social imperative.
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